
CONTRACTORS IMPROVE FIELD OPERATIONS WITH 
KYOCERA’S DURAFORCE ULTRA 5G UW
Rugged smartphones and 5G networks open a world of possibilities

Smartphones have been in contractors’ toolboxes for years, but now with 
advanced rugged devices, 5G networks, and productivity apps, there’s no end 
to what can be accomplished from the field.

Kyocera has been perfecting wireless rugged devices for 10+ years, 
developing a line of MIL-STD tested devices with IP protection against water 
immersion, dust, drops, vibration, extreme temperatures, and hazardous 
work environments. They’re designed to work when wet or while wearing 
construction gloves and can be safely and easily washed off and disinfected. 

Their most durable smartphone to date, DuraForce Ultra 5G, is built 
tough as nails for jobsites and ready for adventures after hours. With the 
Qualcomm® Snapdragon™ 765G mobile platform and the Verizon 5G Ultra 
Wideband network, users can leverage the latest BIM Augmented Reality 
apps and accounting tools to keep projects on time and on budget. The 
5.45-inch, ultra-bright display with Advanced Outdoor Viewing is virtually 
scratchproof with Kyocera’s proprietary Sapphire Shield glass, which also 
protects the three high-resolution camera lenses on the back. 

Designed for communication around the loudest demolition noise, DuraForce 
Ultra 5G offers 106dB ultra-loud dual front speakers, four noise-cancelling mics, 
and Push-to-Talk support. 

Fuse Electric, LLC, an electrical contractor based in Hayden, Idaho, recently 
incorporated DuraForce Ultra 5G smartphones into its field operations.

 “Our new construction management app on Kyocera’s 5G device has been invaluable,” 
said Charlie Vignale, vice president, Fuse Electric. “The screen and graphics are clear, 
even in bright sunlight, and the cameras and 5G speeds save time, sending the latest 
plans or documenting projects in progress. The rugged design gives me peace of mind 
that I won’t have to buy a new smartphone every time someone  drops one. The built-in 
mobile hotspot can provide internet connection for10 devices, which is key for us. And 
the safety and focus features have been a bonus – Focus Mode temporarily disables 
unwanted distractions and the bright orange SOS button ensures instant communication.”

For more information about Kyocera as a Total Solution, visit 
www.kyoceramobile.com, call 866.844.7525, or email BusinessSelectSupport@Kyocera.com

Visit the Kyocera Accessories store: www.solutions.kyoceramobile.com/accessories
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